My name is Dayne Pratzky I live in the small parish of Wieambilla which lies about 40 km
East of Chinchilla. The Western Downs is made up of several residential estates combining 3,200 blocks
in total with thousands of residents. The use of these allotments varies from small-scale agriculture,
Grazing to undeveloped private residential retreats.

People moved here for a reason. People like me moved to escape the city. Others were forced here
because of increasing rents across rural QLD. Then there
Are people like my neighbor who came here to retire Richard had spent most of his working career as a
police officer in the Northern Territory Police Force where he became a superintendent.
We have tradesmen and also a large contingent of residents who are on disability pensions.

Now we all have a new neighbor, the Queensland Gas Company (QGC) which became a
nuisance the minute they stepped into our once peaceful lives. We now live in a developing
Gas field with no idea of what the future holds. QGC refuse to tell us what they have planned
for our estates and continue to treat us as if we are living in the way of their development
plans.

I would like to refer the Senators to some of the issues raised in the Coordinator General’s
Report where he himself admitted that the residents of PL228 are already subject to
Impacts from existing gas field development operations. This, however has not stopped the
onslaught from QGC.

I refer to page 123 chapter 7.9.1of the Coordinator General’s report titled issues of concern.

Issues of concern

There are several gas field localities where the area of rural residential allotments is
Relatively small (12– 24 hectares). These allotments are within the following tenements:

ATP632, ATP648, ATP676,
PL228, PLA261 and PLA278
At least one of these areas (PL228) is already subject to impacts from existing gas field
Development operations.

I am aware that some of the rural residents have expressed concern that they are already
experiencing a range of impacts from gas field activities including noise and vibration, dust
and light spill.

Residents are also concerned that these nuisance issues are getting more intense and
some of these impacts and others will continue after the construction activities have been
completed. Others have expressed concern about health and safety from leaking gas wells
and about the chemicals used in gas field development.

I have noted that the proponent has responded to these issues in documenting the
Supplementary EIS.

The small size of rural residential allotments (many are 12 hectares in area) and higher
Population density, particularly in the Tara-Chinchilla locality, increases the risk for gas
Field activities to cause environmental harm and nuisance when compared to other parts of

The gas field. In particular, noise and vibration, dust and light could affect more residents
And these effects could have more severe impacts on residents who through physical and
Financial circumstances are more sedentary.

I note in the EIS, Appendix 8.1 that Table 3.32 of the SEIS shows that residents in the Tara
SLA has the highest Core Activity Need for Assistance of any of the LGAs in the study area
And that this is a measure of people with profound or severe disability. With 6.7% of the
Population in this group, Tara residents have 34% greater need for community assistance
(Including transport and health services) than Dalby LGA, generally and 43% greater than
The Queensland average.

This suggests strongly that the special circumstances of rural residents in this locality should
Be effectively addressed by quality liaison and social impact management.

QGC response was nothing more than a joke full of false promises most of which have
Already been broken, there is no one to police the activities of QGC except the residents
Themselves. I have copied QGC response and the reality of what is actually happening.

Proponent’s responses
“With respect to claims of leaking gas wells the proponent has instigated additional work
Streams to its maintenance program in consultation with the regulator to confirm the safety
And integrity of gas field installations and to demonstrate compliance to the regulator. This is
An on-going commitment.”

Reality
After two residents investigated the Lauren Gas fields it quickly became apparent that there were several
leaking gas wells. After contacting DEEDI they were informed that someone would be out within three
weeks to investigate their claims. Not willing to wait the residents approached Channel 9 60Minutes who
quickly came to investigate the issue themselves. One of the wells shown on the program was leaking so
bad the well was condemned. An audit of gas wells over south east Queensland revealed 34 wells that
were leaking to the lower explosive limit. Enquiries were made to Chief Inspector Petroleum and Gas
Inspectorate Safety and Health’s Stephen Matheson to the true number of leaking wells. He has refused
to release the complete audit for public scrutiny. To say there are only 34 leaking wells is a
misrepresentation of the truth as the report was never fully released. After I had a face to face meeting
with a representative from DERM, it was admitted that gas wells were allowed to leak as long as they
were being monitored which is unacceptable seeing how gas wells are allowed to be within 200 meters of
homes.

See attachment 5

Proponent’s response

“The proponent has addressed community concerns about dust suppression by proposing
Use of treated CSG water, where approved by the Department of Environment and Resource
Management to do so.

The limitations set by the relevant government agencies, DERM and DEEDI relate to
Management of the salinity and control of road runoff.”

Reality
Dust suppression was carried out however it quickly became apparent there was a problem., The runoff
entered our dams and creeks killing wild life including ducks and birds who drank from the contaminated
water, frogs and a wide range of insects also disappeared for a period of 18months until the
contamination was flushed out after heavy rain. Gardens and fish also died. We also had a case of a
resident’s hand becoming infected after coming in contact with contaminated water. My own personal
experience over this period was also frightening; my skin began to flake off my body as well as my dogs.
th
On the 7 August 2009 we received a letter from DERM stating that on the 15/05/2009 QGC exceeded
their allowable limit of total dissolved salts, we were informed by DERM that QGC had been prosecuted
for this breach however none of the effected residents were notified of any clean up attempts to dams and
streams throughout the estates. Some pictures have been supplied by the residents.
Referee to picture 4 of residents hand after coming in contact with produced water

See attachment 1, 1(a), (b), (c) and letter

Proponent’s response

“The proponent states that noise issues will be addressed through a combination of
Planning to avoid noise, best available design, appropriate selection of equipment and
Mitigation measures. In respect to a specific noise source at the existing Kenya facility, QGC
Is currently applying a range of measures that are aimed at upgrading the noise mitigation.”

Reality

The noise is constant and can be heard even as I lie in bed. You could describe it as water
Torture it just doesn't go away. After speaking to DERM about this they referred the problem
Back to QGC who promised they would do some noise modeling and testing to see what
the problem was.
Months passed when finally I received a letter from QGC advising me they were going
To proceed with the noise testing. QGC would have a microphone placed at the Field Compressor
Station, one between my house and the FCS, one at my front door and a fourth microphone at another
Resident’s home about 5 km further away from my property.

After 10 days they returned, removed the monitoring devices and said they would be in
Contact with the results. QGC informed the other resident that he was a winging trouble
maker. It took a further 3 months before I received an email that simply said the noise was
Within their environmental authority and that was it. Then a funny thing happened. QGC
Decided that they would spend 30 million dollars on noise mitigation at the FCS. If the noise

was inside their EA, why would they spend that much money on noise mitigation? One
Could only suspect that QGC were not adhering to their EA and were forced to try and fix
The problem, which, to QGC's credit they have suppressed the noise so it can only be heard
Under certain conditions but still it’s a disturbance that interferes with sleep and the day-toDay living experience of being in the country. It gets worse QGC EA for the Kenya gas field has just

been approved with a further ingress to their noise limits. The limit for short, medium and long
term noise limits have just been increased to 55db inside our houses considering a 45cc
chainsaws max noise is 85db I find it hard to believe that DERM has except the amendment to
the Kenya EA.

Proponent’s response to full development of the gas field

“While detailed mapping of rural residential allotments showing the future location of
wells, pipelines and other equipment for the project is unavailable, QGC has stated that a
Rural Residential Code of Conduct has been adopted to establish a basis for development
Activities and minimizing their impact on residents. The Code is a key element of the draft
Social Impact Management Plan.

The main elements of the code are founded on liaison, consultation and minimizing
Disturbance to land owners and residents. Where the size of allotments is less than 12
Hectares or the activity is to be located within 200 meters of an occupied dwelling, no
Activity will take place without the consent of the owner.

Also, in order to avoid or mitigate impacts, the code specifies consultation arrangements
With landowners likely to be affected by well, access track and other construction activities.
Vehicle movements will also be controlled by speed limits and by operations during daylight

Hours (6.00am to 6.00pm).”

Reality

QGC only have a draft Rural Residential Code of Conduct and the Code of Conduct in its current form has
Definitely not been accepted by the community.

In QGC’s own words they would like to minimize disturbance to land owners and residents
Which is impossible? How is it going to work if a neighbor who doesn’t live on their land?
Gets a gas well? The impact on the surrounding properties will always be felt. It is unavoidable, yet the
Neighbor will in no way be compensated for the disturbance. A disturbance they don’t
Deserve.

Coordinator General’s conclusions

“Noise from gas field activities is likely to have a significant long term influence on the gas
Field areas and the lives of its occupants.

Equipment likely to generate low frequency noise might best be placed where there
Is a substantial earth mass to absorb sound, such as below the brow of hills, in quarries or
Borrow pits or in purpose-designed pits.

I am advised by landholder liaison officers that personal injuries can occur through lack

Of knowledge of risks associated with gas field activities and reasonable care taken during
Development and operation of activities. The proponent can address these matters by
Providing educational and training information to occupiers to explain the nature and purpose
Of the activities and equipment. The training should be equivalent to that required for any
Person undertaking an inspection.”

I note that QGC is committed to undertaking effective community liaison. In this regard I am
Of the view that the above provisions and safeguards in the Code will have better effect if
Before each new activity is to commence, the proponent undertakes on-site liaison with the
Affected residents ensuring that there is adequate lead time to accommodate the residents’
Requirements. In the first instance of contact, it is essential that this should be with direct
Representation of the principal, rather than an operational subcontractor.

Further, occupiers of land not directly affected by QGC activities, who could also be affected
By issues by virtue of proximity to sources of nuisance, should be included in liaison
Arrangements.
I therefore have set Condition 12, Appendix 2 Part 1 to require a revision of the Rural
Residential Code of Conduct to encompass the above matters, before the Environmental
Authority is issued over Petroleum Leases that contain rural residential areas.

Reality
In regards to gas field safety we are expected to be gas well inspectors including our children for
residents to undertake this sort of training is not only an inconvenience is nothing short of a joke.
Even though the coordinator general requested QGC consult with all affected residents before each new
activity is to commence this has not been done. Recentltly QGC brought on line 5 wells near my home.
Not ounce was I consulted about their activities all I got was a letter telling us work would commence as
far as I am concerned that is not consulting I was mealy told what was going to happen. The work lasted

over 100 days and was clearly auditable inside my house. Security guards would patrol the area 24hrs a
day. I experience reverse beepers going off at 1 am in the morning over trucks and vehicles run up and
down the road causing dust and damage to the road. The road was repaired only after the work had
been finished. The road was only unusable for 4wd vehicles.
The coordinator general said noise from gas field activities is likely to have a significant long term
influence on the gas field, we know that because I live next to QGC Kenya processing plant. Recently
DERM approved higher noise limits for the Kenya facility which is going to have a further impact on
residents.
In closing my submission the residents have been impacted to the point that people are suffering
depression family break downs. We have been abandoned by the farmers and politicians even though it
was us who brought the issue into many Australians lounge room through the media. It’s not fair that a
company can come into our neighborhood and make billions of dollars off our back and destroy our
lives. All resident want is the chance to relocate some are happy to stay however we should not be
forced to stay and live with what is happening around us we just want a fair go from the companies and
to have DERM listen and act on our concern’s which at this point in time has not taken place.
Thank you

1 Deposits of salt after water was dumped into our creeks and on the roads.

1(a) Deposits of salt after water was dumped into our creeks and on the roads.

1(b) Deposits of salt after water was dumped into our creeks and on the roads.

1(c) a dead duck that you could assume drank from the water run off

Resident hand after coming in contact with water dumped on our roads

5 Letter from Stephen Robertson admitting gas wells were not leaking

A letter confirming QGC dumped water outside their allowable limit.

